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DESCRIPTION TABLE OF CONTENTS REVIEWS This book has been specially updated for Key Stage 4 GCSE and written by the authors of the Bestselling Mathematics Review Guide, whose previous GCSE revision guide has sold more than three-quarters of a million copies. It meets the needs... The show details This book has been
specially updated for Key Stage 4 GCSE and written by the authors of the bestselling Maths Review Guide whose previous GCSE revision guide sold over 3/4 million copies. It meets the needs of some 500,000-plus exam candidates who sit the GCSE exam in 1993/4 and beyond. The Maths Review is designed and tested to bring your
clients success in GCSE Key Stage 4: - A maths review guide that teachers will recommend on how to achieve the best level of 'Intermediate' or 'Higher' exams - full revision text with fully worked out and explained answers - new questions, Organized in Goals of Achievement with Proven Answers to Monitor Progress - a lot of exam
practice with real past work - good advice on studying and reviewing and helping with exam strategy - from publishers you can trust - MACMILLAN Revise Mathematics covers each of the new gcse goals to achieve in turn: Number, Algebra, Shape and Size, and Data Processing. Model questions with fully verified decisions provided by
exam boards for 1994 are included alongside extensive exam-type review questions. The math review was prepared for use by candidates working on intermediate or higher exam results. Show Fewer Forewords ConfessionsO this book GCSE/KS4 Mathematics Score AT1 Score AT2-5 Help Yourself Study and Revise Your Final Exam
Strategy AT2 Number: Units Of Example Issues AT3 Algebra: Units Of Example Issues AT4 Forms and Spaces: Units Of Example Issues AT5 Data Processing: UnitIng Examples Of Answers to Sample Index Questions. Hello everyone, I'm doing further math (FP1-FP3) and I'm wondering if anyone knows of any revision guides for these
modules. I have CGP ones for most of the other ones I do but haven't got for FM. Kind Regards Destiel zlt;3 Why is TSR so quiet today?? Blow... CGPs are not great at the level as they were at GCSE you need exam board specific books. Are you on Edexcel? What board? (Original post Occams chainsaw) CGPs are not great at the level
as they were at GCSE you need exam board specific books. Are you on Edexcel? What board? Hey Sean and yes posted from TSR Mobile I have that as well - my school gave it to be me. I was just wondering if there is a book that is more simplistic to it. Published by TSR Mobile Oh. No. This is what your class must be (Original post
Occams chainsaw) O. No. This is what your class of notes should be about right thanks to Posted from TSR Mobile (Original post Destiel zlt;3) Oh right thank you thanks from TSR Mobile Out of Interest, how much money have you spent on revisioning books so far? (Original post Occams chainsaw) Out of interest, how much money have
you spent on revising the books so far? Lol today I spent about 30 pounds on Cgp m1'm2'c4 and 5 pounds on s2. That's all for math, I can't remember the others. But yes seeing as there are no actually FP modules I was just wondering. But I think in general, including gcse I think I've probably spent about 250 pounds on revising the
manual. Until now, the math you use only the official book, class notes, and online stuff documents etc. like your material posted from TSR Mobile (original post Destiel zlt;3) Lol today I spent about 30 pounds on Cgp m1'm2'c4 and No. 5 on s2. That's all for math, I can't remember the others. But yes seeing as there are no actually FP
modules I was just wondering. But I think in general, including gcse I think I've probably spent about 250 pounds on revising the manual. Until now the math you use only the official book, class notes and online stuff documents etc as your material is posted from TSR Mobile Pfft. I think revising the manual is a bit of a scam for people who
want to do well but aren't motivated enough to do the job so they think that if they get a lot of revision guidance they will do well, tbh. Anyway, good luck! (Original post Occams chainsaw) Pfft. Rather you than I am, yes, I do it for every subject! I think revising the manual is a bit of a scam for people who want to do well but aren't motivated
enough to do the job so they think that if they get a lot of revision guidance they will do well, tbh. Anyway, good luck! It's not true for me, I work really hard and try my best. I just want all the material from various sources, official books, Kemp notes, YouTube, past documents, etc. but yes thank you and you too dude. Posted by TSR Mobile
(Original post Destiel zlt;3) It's not true for me, I work really hard and try my best. I just want to see all the material from different sources, official books, Kemp notes YouTube past the paper, etc. but yes thank you and you too dude. Published from TSR Mobile The Art of Problem Solving makes a great series if you're serious about math.
It's not split into modules, but the content has they're a bit pricey, though (Original post Occams Chainsaw) The art of problem-solving makes for a great series if you're serious about math. It's not split into modules, but the content has them a little pricey, although Ok thank you, JW is your name from this episode at home in the first season
- but I that it was a razor Occam placed out of the razor TSR Mobile Occam is a very famous philosophy. The show used the name of this philosophy for this episode. My username is just a pun on philosophy and nothing to do with the show (Original post Occams chainsaw) Occam's razor is a very famous philosophy. Teh Teh used the
name of this philosophy for this episode. My username is just a pun on philosophy and nothing to do with the show haha yes I heard the philosophy of just mentioned house because I saw it the other day yes, I just wanted to ask you whether to do the physics and chemistry of the Olympics while not pursuing a desire to take a degree in it.
that it looks good on your ps etc. I also do the math one by the way. Posted from TSR Mobile (Original post Destiel zlt;3) haha yes, I heard the philosophy of just mentioned house because I saw it the other day yes, I just wanted to ask you whether it is worth doing the physics and chemistry of the Olympics while not pursuing the desire to
take a degree in it. that it looks good on your ps etc. I also do the math one by the way. Published from TSR Mobile Before You! I'm not I'll probably be doing the math one though! (Original post Occams chainsaw) I'm not I'll probably be doing the math one though! Good. I read one of your posts somewhere and I think you said you got
gold. I got 2 marks from Silver FML then. You did BMO1 and I won't ask you about books again lol, but ukmt sell a book about math issues that are similar to a challenge. Do you think it would be worth getting this? Published from TSR Mobile (Original post by Destiel zlt;3) Nice. I read one of your posts somewhere and I think you said you
got gold. I got 2 marks from Silver FML then. You did BMO1 and I won't ask you about books again lol, but ukmt sell a book about math issues that are similar to a challenge. Do you think it would be worth getting this? Posted from TSR Mobile I got gold last year, yes. I didn't try for BMO1. I'm going to do it this year though. I haven't bought
but a lot of serious competitors do. Given the competition in less than 2 weeks I doubt it's worth buying a book for it, but I'm not an expert! Expert! further maths gcse revision guide pdf. aqa further maths gcse revision guide. edexcel further maths gcse revision guide. cgp further maths gcse revision guide
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